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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a pilot study carried
out in cooperation between Linguistics and Mechanical Engineering,
funded by the collaborative research centre (CRC) 805 “Beherrschung
von Unsicherheit in lasttragenden Systemen des Maschinenbaus”. Our
goal is to help improve norm compliant product development and engi-
neering design by focusing on ambiguous language use in norm texts
(= “semantic uncertainty”). Depending on the country and product
under development, industry standards may be legally binding. Thus,
standards play a vital role in reducing uncertainty for manufacturers
and engineers by providing requirements for product development and
engineering design. However, uncertainty is introduced by the standards
themselves in various forms, the most notable of which are the use of
underspecified concepts, modal verbs like should, and references to texts
which contain semantically uncertain parts. If conformity to standards is
to be ensured, the person using the standards must interpret them and
document the interpretation. In order to support users in these tasks, we
1. developed an annotation schema which allows the identification and

classification of semantically uncertain segments of standards,
2. used the schema to create a taxonomy of semantic uncertainty in

standards,
3. developed a proof-of-concept information system.

The results of this project can be used as a starting point for auto-
mated annotation. The information system alerts users to semantically
uncertain segments of standards, provides background information, and
allows them to document their decisions how to handle the semantically
uncertain parts.
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1 Introduction

Standards and Their Role in Product Development. Technical standards helped
with rationalisation and quality management of the production of goods in the
20th century by organising and standardising the shape, size and design of prod-
ucts and processes in a meaningful way [25]. Today a plethora of international,
national and regional organisations develop and publish technical standards to
unify rules for the exchange of information, ensuring compatibility and reducing
the variety of products, services, interfaces and terms [22]. Technical standards
therefore play a role in many processes in the manufacturing industry as well as
in product development processes.

The application of standards is voluntary, but can be mandatory by law
or contract [22]. In all cases non-compliance with standards, at least in the
European Union, is associated with high risks for manufacturers since in the case
of product liability the burden of proof is on the manufacturer. When compliant
with norms, the burden of proof is reversed [30]. To ensure compliance, standards
have to be written clearly and concisely [5]. This is in stark contrast to the
findings in [9]. Among users of technical standards there is a considerable lack
of knowledge of how technical standards must be interpreted.

We attribute this difference to the need of technical standards to be applicable
for a wide range of contexts, situations and new technical developments.

Uncertainty in Standards. While the main purpose of standards is to unam-
biguously regulate products and product development, they can not be entirely
strict. One the one hand, there are aspects which defy complete strictness, such
as design or different solutions to a problem which yield the same result. On the
other hand, standards need to allow for innovation, which is only possible with
a certain degree of flexibility and thus rules out complete strictness. However,
standard compliance is only achievable if any and all uncertain parts are resolved
and the solution is not only documented but also communicated to all persons
involved.

Uncertainty in technical standards is foremost a lack of information and,
hence, a lack of knowledge which makes resolving it primarily a matter of
researching and understanding further information. Resolving uncertain parts
adds to the to-do list and should be addressed in an early stage of the project
to ensure compliance. Identifying and classifying uncertain parts in standards
should be regarded as a form of division of labor. It is less time consuming to
have a dedicated team analyze and annotate all standards relevant for a project
than having each engineer go through them on their own.

Example. The phrase ‘allgemein anerkannte Regeln der Technik’ [generally
acknowledged rules of technology ] is a good example for uncertainty that arises
through ambiguous language use. It hinges on various assumptions:

1. There are rules of technology,
2. there is a kind of review process for these rules the result of which has merit

for everybody,
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3. there is a possibility to know which rules of technology are considered to be
generally acknowledged.

The phrase leaves the reader in a state of uncertainty, since it does not pro-
vide enough information to know which specific way of behaviour is part of the
generally acknowledged rules and which is not. Only if there were a closed list
of accepted rules of technology would this phrase not be uncertain. Since such
a list would stand in the way of innovation, it cannot be provided even if it
could be compiled. From this perspective, this phrase is also a good example for
the need of uncertainty in technical standards. The authors of technical stan-
dards are completely aware of this phrase’s ambiguity as is evident from DIN
45020 [8] where ‘acknowledged rule of technology’ is defined as ‘technical provi-
sion acknowledged by a majority of representative experts as reflecting the state
of the art’ [8, entry 1.5] and ‘state of the art’ is defined as ‘developed stage of
technical capability at a given time as regards products, processes and services,
based on the relevant consolidated findings of science, technology and experi-
ence’ [8, entry 1.4]. Both definitions do not provide specific enough information
to decide without further steps how to handle a given task.

Scope and Aims. The project was designed as a pilot study which means that
proof-of-concept took precedence over depth. The project’s main aim was to
develop an annotation schema for uncertainty in the language of DIN stan-
dards, a taxonomy of uncertainty based upon it, and an information system
which provides access to the categorized instances of uncertainty. Annotating
has a long-standing tradition in the humanities and can be regarded both as
a part of knowledge acquisition and as a scholarly primitive [17,29]. Basically
any form of data enrichment, from writing notes in the margin of a manuscript
to computationally classifying sentences or words, can be regarded as annota-
tion. Developing an annotation schema is an iterative process in which classes
and subclasses are created based upon concrete instances in the documents (see
Sect. 3 for some details on the process). It makes sense to use the same environ-
ment for both annotating and the development of the annotation schema. We
used the application Inception for both tasks [14]. The backend for the infor-
mation system is a MySQL database where we stored information about the
documents as well as the annotated instances of ambiguous language use. We
chose the series DIN 1988, consisting of the parts DIN 1988-100, DIN 1988-200,
DIN 1988-300, DIN 1988-500, DIN 1988-600 since these standards play a role in
the work of the CRC 805, see e.g. [16].

2 Meaning, Knowledge, and Uncertainty

Words and Meaning. There are numerous theories and approaches concerning
meaning in language which are subsumed (for an overview, see [2,3,21,23]). One
of the most seminal models of the relationship between words and meaning is
the ‘semiotic triangle’ [21, p. 11] (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Relationship between words and meaning. The semiotic triangle in (a) refers to
language as a whole while the adaptation in (b) aims at an individual language user.

There is no direct connection between words and objects in the world. Words
do not mean anything by themselves, rather, they trigger or activate parts of the
knowledge store in our mind. The word tree does not contain a tree, it evokes
the concept of a tree in the mind of the language user which is an abstraction of
and a reference to the trees or a specific tree in the world. The semiotic triangle,
which is also the basis for the general principles regarding concepts and terms in
DIN 2330 [7], aims to illustrate the relationships between words and meaning in
language in general, i.e. language as a system. However, language and language
use (communication) are interdependent [2, p. 360]. On an individual level, words
and their meaning are handled by the ‘mental lexicon’, which ‘can be regarded
as an individual network containing different kinds of personalized information
on known words’ [28, p. 6]. This also means that ‘a word does not simplistically
relate to a concept [...], but to a network of interrelated and overlapping distinct
“senses”, related to background world-knowledge’ [19, p. 12] or, in other words,
a semantic net.

For the purposes of this project, we understand uncertainty as a condition a)
in which it is impossible to comply with the standards and b) which necessitates
further steps of knowledge acquisition (see Fig. 2 below). We further consider
this kind of uncertainty to be a result of ambiguous language use in technical
standards.

Uncertainty enters language in various forms, the most notable of which
are polysemy and underspecification. Polysemy occurs when a term activates
multiple nodes of the network in the mental lexicon at once, for example the term
‘mouse’. For a modern user of English, there are at least two concepts or senses
activated upon hearing or reading this term. 1. rodent. 2. peripheral computer
device. Usually, polysemy is resolved by taking into account the neighbouring
terms (co-text) or the communicative setting (context) [13, cf. p. 7 f.].

Language, Knowledge, and Knowledge Acquisition. Even though language as
whole can be regarded as a system shared and shaped by its users, the realms
where individual language users are active are subsystems of language as a
whole. These subsystems are formed and determined by (combinations of) socio-
demographic factors like age, region, education, and, most notably for our pur-
poses, occupation, specialization, and experience (these phenomena are studied
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in detail in sociolinguistics [18], and LSP, languages for special purposes, [15]).
Hence, the knowledge and ‘senses’ available in an individual’s mental lexicon
are in part determined by the same factors. Specific fields of knowledge like
linguistics or engineering create and constantly reshape their own specialized
subsystem of language as a whole in order to accurately denote objects and how
they relate to each other (mathematics and formal logic can be regarded as a
part of these specialized subsystems or as subsystems in their own right). The
constant reshaping brings about a shift in meaning for some words and phrases
since the concepts they refer to undergo change. For a member of a specific field
to keep track of theses shifts in meaning, constant knowledge acquisition is in
order.

For our purposes, we draw on [1,24] and regard knowledge acquisition to be
a cognitive process which involves the following steps: Sources need to be found
and (after evaluation) used to gather data presumed to be pertinent to the
project in question. The data needs to be pre-processed (both computationally
and cognitively) to transform it into information which in turn can be cognitively
understood, which results in knowledge. The newly acquired knowledge needs
to be applied, which entrenches it into the mind and adds to the explicit and
implicit knowledge. All of these steps draw on previous knowledge which is why
we regard knowledge acquisition to be an ongoing iterative process (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Knowledge acquisition.

3 Taxonomy of Uncertainty

The taxonomy is the result of iteratively identifying and annotating (= assign-
ing a class of uncertainty) instances of ambiguous language use in the technical
standards. Identifying uncertain parts hinged upon the definition of uncertainty
given above in Sect. 1, namely the answer to the question whether there was
information missing in a sentence or the co-text of the sentence. Within each
iteration, we inspected the emerging classes of uncertainty to ensure that they
accurately reflected all instances of ambiguous language use and that they were
sufficiently distinct from each other to avoid overlap. Both, the final annotations
schema and the final annotations were validated by one last round of annotating,
carried out by three engineers. Even though we focused on uncertainty arising
from language use, we knew from previous experience with technical standards
that there is at least one class of uncertainty which arises from conflicting knowl-
edge rather than from lack of information conveyed by the text of a technical
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standard. Consider the following example: An engineer who is familiar with a
specific technical standard operates on the knowledge already present in his mind
but is not aware that there is a newer version of the technical standard available
in which something has changed. Let’s assume that the changes themselves are
unambiguous but in conflict with the previous version of the standard. This con-
stellation leads to uncertainty which is independent from language use. Therefore
we distinguish evident uncertainty from hidden uncertainty as first sub-classes
of uncertainty and regard evident uncertainty to be any form of uncertainty that
arises from language use.

Our analysis of the standards yielded the following classes of uncertainty
(Fig. 3):

Uncertainty

Evident
uncertainty

UncertaintyHidden 
uncertainty

Semantic
uncertainty

Referential
uncertainty

...

Modality

Underspecification

Known target

Unknown target

...

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of uncertainty.

Uncertainty that is grounded in terms and phrases is either modal or under-
specified in nature. Modal uncertainty arises (intentionally) from any use of
‘should’ or ‘can’ leaving the decision which steps to take up to the standard
user. Underspecification comprises any other case of ambiguous language use,
ranging from phrases like ‘the generally acknowledged rules of technology’ to
single words like ‘bedürfen’ in the following example: ‘Dies gilt insbesondere
für Apparate, die einer regelmäßigen Inspektion und Wartung bedürfen.’ [‘In
particular, this applies to devices that are in need of scheduled inspection and
maintenance.’] [6, p. 38]. To resolve the uncertainty, the maintenance needs for
each device have to be checked. The instances of ambiguous language found
in the technical standards comprise a vocabulary of uncertainty which will be
the basis for the enhancements described below in Sect. 5. For a more detailed
account of the taxonomy see [27].
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4 Information System

Based on the taxonomy of uncertainty, we developed a proof-of-concept informa-
tion system, which is targeted at engineers who work in a project where technical
standards play a crucial role and annotating the documents is part of the project
work. It is designed to provide the following features:

– a description of the taxonomy used to categorize the uncertain parts
– an overview over all standards that are relevant for the project
– a list of all uncertain parts of the annotated standards with the possibility to

take notes
– inbuilt additional information on specific underspecified concepts
– possibility to add project specific information like for example instances of

hidden uncertainty

Description of the Taxonomy of Uncertainty. The information system provides a
detailed description of the taxonomy which offers the possibility to add project
specific information. This is especially targeted at users who would like to re-
define (parts of) the taxonomy or use project specific examples for the description
to improve the project’s internal communication and understanding.

Overview Over Standards Used. The overview is rendered as a network graph
generated by the relationships between technical standards and a) their refer-
ences to other technical standards which are listed as ‘normative references’ in
each document, and b) other documents pertinent to the uncertain parts of the
technical standards in question.

Primary uncertain

Primary to annotate

Primary withdrawn

Secondary to annotate

Legal doc annotated

DIN 1988-400

DIN 1988-500

judgement

DIN 1988-100

DIN 1988-300

DIN 1988-600

Fig. 4. Standards referenced by primary standards (edited screenshot of information
system).
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It not only shows which documents are linked to each other but also gives
information about the group a document belongs to and about the annotation
results (see Fig. 4). The groups are freely configurable to match the needs of a
specific project. For our study we chose the following categories:

– primary to annotate: a technical standard directly pertinent to a given project
– primary uncertain: a technical standard directly pertinent to a given project

which has been already annotated and contains uncertain parts
– primary withdrawn: a technical standard that is no longer valid but part of

the series directly pertinent to a given project
– secondary to annotate: a not yet annotated technical standard which is linked

to a primary document
– legal doc annotated : legal documents that contain information which helps

to resolve some of the uncertain parts in the technical standards (here: a
judgment)

As is evident from the categories, the information system is not only targeted
at managing technical standards (= sources of uncertainty) but also any other
documents which contain useful information. As an example for this, we chose
a judgment which deals with a case where a newly installed drinking water
system needed to be cleaned repeatedly and with enormous effort because the
thread cutting agent used for cutting the pipes did not adhere to regulations [26].
We included this judgment for its descriptions of the steps taken to clean the
pipes because they can be understood as an instance of following the ‘generally
acknowledged rules of technology’.

List of Classified Instances of Ambiguous Language Use. The core functionality
of the information system is to display all uncertain parts in a structured way
and provide a possibility to take notes on how to deal with specific instances of
uncertainty in the technical standards in question. The default view shows all
instances of all classes of uncertainty for all annotated technical standards. The
tables on the top of the page provide links to more specific queries. Currently,
these can be used to display

1. all instances of all classes of uncertainty found in a specific technical standard
(first column of left table in Fig. 5)

2. all instances of a specific class of uncertainty found in a specific technical
standard (second column of left table in Fig. 5),

3. and all instances of a specific class of uncertainty (first column of right table
in Fig. 5).

The screenshot in Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of all uncertain items annotated as
‘underspecified’. To limit this to underspecified items found in DIN 1988-200 the
user just needs to click on underspecification.

Any specifications can be accessed via the link provided by the information
system. The specifications provide a summary as well as an excerpt of the original
document, and a link to the original document.
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Overview over and links to classified instances of uncertainty 
in annotated technical standards 

Table showing sentence containing ambiguous language ("Sentence"), 
the ambiguos word or phrase ("Reason for SU"), the classification ("Category"), 
and an editable field for notes ("Decision"). 

Fig. 5. Display of uncertain items in the information system.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

In the future, we will enhance the project in two ways. On the one hand, we will
further develop the taxonomy of uncertainty and on the other hand, we will focus
on automation, especially on automated annotation. To develop the taxonomy in
a suitable manner, we will create a gold standard of correctly annotated instances
of uncertainty, which means that we will annotate a larger number of carefully
chosen technical standards. Both, determining the number of annotated instances
and determining which technical standards to annotate requires time and con-
sideration. The number of annotated instances needs to be high enough to yield
significant results for rule-based automated annotation. The technical standards
to annotate need to be representative for a given field of mechanical engineering
and balanced with regard to aspects like document type, for example national vs.
international codes. This brief outline of how we will proceed follows the best prac-
tices for corpus linguistic projects (for a more detailed account, cf. the section
on methodological considerations in [4]). The gold standard of annotations will
in turn allow us to make use of recent developments in computational linguistics
with regard to automated classification and annotation, especially trainable clas-
sification systems like the ones provided by Inception [14]. Additionally, resources
made available by lexicographical projects will be used to automatically retrieve
synonyms for the instances of uncertainty (possible resources include for exam-
ple [10–12,20]. After evaluation with regard to their context dependent meanings,
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these synonyms will be used to extend the vocabulary of uncertainty and, hence,
the lexical material available for automated annotation.
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source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were
made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the
chapter’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the
material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and
your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted
use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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